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TO: St. Louis Area Residents

FROM: Frank Bommarito

RE: Wow!! How About Debate #2

For over 80 million people it was like watching Houdini escape while chained to a watery 

grave or Nikolas Wallenda tightrope walk across the Grand Canyon with only a balance bar.

Then this past week, it only got worse with more sex and WikiLeak allegations.

So it is what it is and the big question is, how did we get to this point?  Didn’t we see the DNC, 

and its powerful donors, choosing our Democratic candidate for us?  Then we watched the 

RNC try to stop the people’s choice, Donald Trump, who they knew was never going to be 

politically correct and they also knew he would be harmed badly when both parties started to 

sling the dirty political mud around.  The DNC stopped Bernie Sanders but the RNC couldn’t 

stop Donald Trump.

If the power brokers, high-powered donors and bias media owners were out of the picture we 

could be choosing between two terrific, successful politicians like Tim Kaine and Mike Pence, 

who are just two among many others who are qualified but will never get the opportunity to be 

President while the old guard and power donors control things.  

Should the American voter get used to this situation or demand drastic changes to campaign 

financing, among other things?

Until that happens, we must look passed the scorched earth campaign we have all witnessed 

and cut through the clutter. 

On November 8th, somehow we must forget that Donald Trump was more of a rascal than we 

ever dreamed and not quite the perfect business man he claimed to be.  And then somehow we 

must forget that after 25 years with her personal influence on how our Government has been 

run, Hilary Clinton and the Democratic party must accept much of the responsibility that the 

world is on fire and the US is 20 trillion dollars in debt.

So let’s make it simple for the moderator and sponsors of the October 19th debate.  “We the 

People” only want to know each candidates plan to fix our major problems now, period.

With that approach, American voters will then see who the clear winner is and voter turnout 

will be at an all time high.

Be sure to watch the third and final debate on October 19th, it’s critical.
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